The role of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the preparation of forthcoming actions: an fMRI study.
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) plays a key role in working memory (WM). Yet its precise contribution (the storage, manipulation and/or utilization of information for the forthcoming response) remains to be determined. To test the hypothesis that the DLPFC is more involved in the preparation of actions than in the maintenance of information in short-term memory (STM), we undertook a functional magnetic resonance imaging investigation in normal subjects performing two delayed response tasks (matching and reproduction tasks) in a visuospatial task sequence (presentation, delay, response). In the two tasks, the presentation and delay phases were similar, but the expected response was different: in the matching task, subjects had to indicate whether a visuospatial sequence matched the sequence presented before the delay period; in the reproduction task, subjects had to reproduce the sequence and, therefore, to mentally organize their response during the delay. Using a fMRI paradigm focusing on the delay period, we observed a significant DLPFC activation when subjects were required to mentally prepare a sequential action based on the information stored in STM. When subjects had only to maintain a visuospatial stimulus in STM, no DLPFC activation was found. These results suggest that a parietal-premotor network is sufficient to store visuospatial information in STM whereas the DLPFC is involved when it is necessary to mentally prepare a forthcoming sequential action based on the information stored in STM.